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Pre-draft notes: No decision on restricted free agents 

By Chris Vivlamore

Head coach, check.

NBA draft, pending.

The Hawks busy offseason is well underway with recently hired coach Mike Budenholzer technically on board, although he
remains with the Spurs as they compete for a fifth championship. Now on the agenda of Hawks general manager Danny
Ferry is next week’s draft, another block of the many decisions the organization must work through this summer to build a
roster.

Ferry spoke with the Atlanta Journal-Constitution Monday for a series of draft preview articles that begin Sunday. Here is what
he had to say about some of the other issues facing the team.

* On whether the team has, or plans, to make offers to restricted free agents Jeff Teague and Ivan Johnson: “Nothing to
really say about it,” Ferry said. “We are focused on the draft right now obviously. Our roster and our team decisions will unfold
after that but certainly we value the guys we had on our roster last year. We’ll look at all the opportunities that are out there for
us going forward as well.”

* Ferry would also not elaborate on the team’s free agency plans. That includes Josh Smith, the team’s leading scorer who
becomes an unrestricted free agent July 1.

“I think we’ll get through the draft and then we’ll work through the decisions that we have to make from there,” Ferry said.

*As for the recently hired assistant coaches, Quin Snyder is working his way back from Russia and Darvin Ham is on board
and working with current players and prospects the team is bringing in for workouts.

* Ferry said he expects one more assistant coach hire but that might not be made until the end of the July. Kenny Atkinson,
assistant coach/player development, is the only holdover from Larry Drew’s staff. All members of the training staff remain.

“I don’t think the staff is complete but for now it’s in a really solid position,” Ferry said. “I like the group of guys are working
together.”

* No decision has been made on who will coach the Hawks entry in the Las Vegas Summer League next month.
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* Ferry continued his policy of not disclosing what players the Hawks have brought in for pre-draft workouts. He did say that
such workouts are only a small part of the draft evaluation process.
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